In this paper, we first introduce a generalized modeling and analysis framework to explore the fundamental interactions between user association, coverage probability and link rate in a millimeter wave (mmWave) heterogeneous network (HetNet) in which there are multiple tiers of the ultra-highfrequency (UHF) macrocell and small cell base stations (BSs) and a single tier of mmWave small cell BSs. A generalized user association scheme that can cover many pathloss-based user association schemes is proposed and its related probabilistic properties that facilitate the derivations of the coverage probability and link rate are derived. The derived general expressions of the coverage and link rate not only shed light on how to design user association functions in order to maximize the coverage and rate but also show that it is impossible to devise a user association scheme that maximizes the coverage and link rate at the same time. Namely, there exists a fundamental tradeoff between coverage and link rate in an mmWave HetNet with distinct bandwidths in the UHF and mmWave bands. We characterize the coverage-optimal and rate-optimal user association schemes and numerically validate their performances and show the tradeoff problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the proliferation of wireless smart handsets and devices, cellular data traffic is expected to tremendously grow to satisfy customers' huge and different link rate demands in different networking services. To make cellular networks jump over the high-link-rate hurdle due to limited licensed spectrum, densely deploying millimeter wave (mmWave) small cells is a promising approach to alleviate the spectrum crunch problem in the next generation (5G) cellular network.
However, mmWave signals suffer high path and penetration losses that significantly weaken the transmission performance of mmWave BSs, especially in an urban area where there are a lot chunhunl@umich.edu). Part of this paper was presented at the IEEE Int. Conf. on Commun., May 2017 [1] . arXiv:1709.08138v2 [cs.IT] 26 Sep 2017 of blockages that severely impede the propagations of mmWave signals [2] - [4] . The inherent characteristics of mmWave signals bring up a new challenge for the design and deployment of mmWave-based cellular networks. A typical challenge is how to efficiently deploy mmWave (small cell) base stations (BSs) in a blockage environment so that most users can connect to mmWave BSs and enjoy extremely high link rate due to a large available bandwidth in the mmWave band.
In the future architecture of a cellular network, a heterogeneous cellular network (HetNet) is expected to consist of ultra-high-frequency (UHF) macrocells and small cell BSs and mmWave small cell BSs. Such an mmWave HetNet, if compared with the UHF/mmWave stand-alone cellular networks, is anticipated to achieve higher coverage since UHF signals have much lesser penetration and path losses than mmWave signals and higher link rate since both UHF and mmWave spectra are available.
A. Prior Work and Motivations
In an mmWave HetNet, there arise a few interesting and fundamental problems that are worth investigating. For example, how to efficiently and economically deploy the UHF and mmWave BSs so that they can jointly provide sufficient coverage and data rate in an urban area. As we already knew, mmWave BSs may severely suffer a "coverage hole" issue, thereby making (indoor) users isolate from all mmWave BSs due to the weak penetration capability of mmWave signals. Deploying the UHF BSs is able to fill the coverage holes of the mmWave BSs so that the entire network coverage improves. Nevertheless, densely deploying UHF BSs may cause link rate reduction once users tend to associate with the UHF BSs that have a much smaller bandwidth than the mmWave BSs. Hence, a new user association scheme that is able to exploit the advantage of the large bandwidth of the mmWave BSs as well as fill the coverage holes is needed for this mmWave HetNet [5] . In addition, how to do traffic offload/loading between the BSs in two different frequency bands is also a paramount problem that needs to be completely studied. Thus, a good modeling and analysis framework needs to be built in order to evaluate the transmission performance (such as coverage and link rate) in mmWave HetNets.
The works on the modeling and analysis of a multi-tier HetNet where the UHF and mmWave BSs coexist are still fairly minimal. Almost all the existing works focus on the modeling and performance analysis of a single-tier mmWave cellular network (typically see [6] - [11] ). Reference [6] , for example, studied the coverage and rate problems in a single-tier mmWave cellular network.
The approximated analytical results of the coverage probability and rate are obtained by using a simple nearest BS association scheme and neglecting shadowing effects in all channels. In [7] , the rate problem was studied in a single-tier mmWave network with a limited self-backhaul resource. The analytical results in the work are obtained based on some simple assumptions, such as the BSs that are away from users by some critical distance all have NLOS channels and consider noise-limited mmWave signals. Reference [8] studied how the coverage in a dense mmWave network is affected by the sizes of the antenna arrays and showed that there exists a huge coverage discrepancies between the simplified and actual antenna patterns. In [12] , the coverage and rate problems were studied in a single-tier mmWave network where two primary and secondary operators share the same mmWave band whereas how they were impacted by different user association schemes in this kind of spectrum-sharing operation was not investigated. Although the coverage problem of a multi-tier mmWave cellular network with BS cooperation was studied in [13] , the network completely consists of heterogeneous mmWave BSs and no UHF BSs are in the network. Accordingly, we cannot see how coverage is jointly affected by the cooperation between UHF BSs and mmWave BSs in this work. Although a recent work in [14] indeed studied the coverage problem in an mmWave HetNet consisting of UHF BSs and mmWave small cell BSs, it only focused on the analysis in the uplink and downlink decoupling scenario. It did not investigate how the coverage is contributed by different BSs in different tiers in the non-decoupling scenario and how different user association schemes affect the coverage and rate performances.
B. Contributions
In the aforementioned prior works, the fundamental interplays between user association, coverage and link rate are not studied at all so that we barely have a clear understanding of the achievable coverage and rate limits even for a single-tier mmWave cellular network. In this work, we aim to thoroughly and generally study the fundamental interactions between user association, coverage and link rate in an mmWave HetNet that is comprised of multiple tiers of the UHF BSs and a single tier of mmWave BSs. The BSs in each tier are of the same type and performance and they are assumed to form an independent Poisson point process (PPP). For analytical tractability, this mmWave HetNet is assumed to be in a blockage environment where all blockages also form an independent PPP with a certain intensity. Under this network model, we first study the statistical fundamental properties of the generalized user association (GUA) scheme that characterizes the general LOS and NLOS channel models, blockage effects and user association parameters, and these properties can be easily applied to any specific pathloss model and user association scheme.
Our network and channel models are much more general than those currently proposed in the literature. This is our first contribution.
Afterwards we define the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of a user that characterizes the SINRs in the UHF and mmWave bands and use it to define the coverage probability.
With the aid of the derived probabilistic properties of the GUA scheme, we derive an accurate expression of the coverage probability for the GUA scheme, which is our second contribution. This derived coverage probability contains a few salient features that are addressed as follows. It clearly indicates how the BSs in each tier contribute the coverage probability so that we are able to know how to efficiently deploy BSs so as to improve the coverage probability. It also shows how multiple antennas, LOS and NLOS channel modeling parameters, user association parameters and blockage intensity influence the coverage probability, and most importantly it indicates that the NLOS BSs and LOS BSs can be viewed as several independent inhomogeneous PPPs due to blockages. Moreover, it is so general that it can be applied to some particular/simpler cases, such as the interference-limited case in the UHF band and/or noise-limited case in the mmWave band.
Our third contribution is to find the accurate expression of the link rate of a user. Such a link rate expression contains some identical parameters and functions that also exist in the derived expression of the coverage probability so that it essentially inherits the aforementioned salient features of the derived expression of the coverage probability. It clearly shows how the BSs in each tier contribute their link rate when the GUA scheme is adopted and whether or not the mmWave BSs could dominate the overall link rate due to their huge bandwidth. These derived general expressions of the coverage and link rate shed light on a fundamental tradeoff problem between coverage and link rate in an mmWave HetNet, i.e., maximizing the coverage and link rate at the same time by using the same user association scheme is impossible as long as the frequency bands of UHF and mmWave are different. Accordingly, we characterize the coverageoptimal user association scheme and the the rate-optimal user association scheme and show that these two schemes have to use different user association functions. The coverage probabilities and link rates for these two schemes are also accurately found and numerical results are provided to validate their accuracy and the tradeoff between them. This is our forth contribution.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this paper, we consider an M -tier planar heterogeneous cellular network (HetNet) in which all base stations (BSs) in any particular tier that have the same type and performance form an independent Poisson point process (PPP) with a certain intensity. To characterize the situation that traditional UHF/microwave BSs and mmWave (small cell) BSs coexist in this HetNet, we assume the first M − 1 tiers consist of the UHF macrocell and small cell BSs whereas the M th tier consists of the mmWave small cell BSs. For the BSs in the mth tier, they can be written as a homogeneous PPP of intensity λ m given by
where m ∈ M {1, 2, . . . , M } and X m,i denotes BS i in the mth tier and its location.
Without of loss of generality, we assume there is a typical user located at the origin and our following location-dependent expressions and analyses are based on this typical user 1 . Also, we consider the mmWave HetNet is in an urban area where all blockages, such as buildings, towers, houses, obstacles, etc., are also assumed to jointly form an independent PPP of intensity β for analytical tractability. With considering the blockage effects on the transmission channels between a BS and its serving user, a channel is line-of-sight (LOS) or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) depending on whether or not the channel is visually blocked between the BS and its user. LOS and NLOS channels induced by urban blockages have a very distinct impact on the transmitted signal powers, especially the mmWave signal powers. In the following subsection, we will present a generalized user association (GUA) scheme that characterizes the power of the user association signals (usually called primary synchronization signals in an LTE system) periodically broadcasted by BSs.
A. Generalized User Association (GUA) and Related Statistics
In this mmWave HetNet, users associate with their serving BS by using the following GUA scheme that is based on the location of the typical user:
where X * ∈ Φ M m=1 Φ m denotes the BS associated with the typical user, X i − X j denotes the Euclidean distance between BSs X i and X j for i = j, Ψ m,i : R + → R + is called the user association function of BS X m,i and Ψ * ∈ {Ψ m,i : m ∈ M, i ∈ N + } is the user association function of BS X * and Ψ * ( X * ) sup m,i:X m,i ∈Φ Ψ m,i ( X m,i ). Since all BSs are in an urban environment, whether their channels to their users are LOS or NLOS is seriously affected by 1 According to the Slivnyak theorem, the statistical properties observed by the typical user located at the origin are the same as those observed by users in any other locations in the network [15] [16] .
x, as shown in the following subsection. Furthermore, we can realize
, an infinitely large blockage intensity makes all channels become NLOS) and lim β→0 A m (x) = E (Ψ −1 m (x)) 2 (i.e., all channels are LOS because of no blockages). As such, modeling all channels are NLOS after some distance away from the typical user (e.g., the LOS ball model proposed in [7] ), which is the popular modeling assumption made in the prior related works, may significantly impact the accuracy of the analytical results especially when the network is dense.
B. Pathloss and Channel Gain Models for UHF and mmWave BSs
Pathloss Models. The signals of all BSs undergo pathloss before they arrive at their serving user. In this paper, we consider the following pathloss function L m,i (·) between BS X m,i and the typical user:
where X m,i denotes the Euclidean distance between BS X m,i and the typical user, ν m
is the indicator function that is equal to one if event E is true and zero otherwise, ν µ and ν ε denote the intercepts 2 of the UHF signals and the mmWave signals, respectively, α m,i is called the pathloss exponent that characterizes the LOS pathloss exponent α as well as the NLOS pathloss exponent α of BS X m,i , and it is written
where α ( α) is the LOS (NLOS) pathloss exponent for a tier-m BS. Note that we assume α < α since LOS channels usually should have lesser pathloss than NLOS channels. According to [18] , we know P[ (r) = 1] = e −ηβr where η is a geometric parameter regarding to the mean perimeter of blockages 4 . 2 Here we assume that νµ and νε both contain the closed-in free-space pathloss so that in this paper we still call αm,i pathloss exponent, which is defined slightly different from the terminologies used in the previous works on the mmWave channel models [3] , [17] . 3 In practice, the pathloss exponents of the BSs in different tiers are more likely to be different, i.e., α and α should be different when it is used in different tiers. For the analytical tractability in this paper, however, we still assume that the pathloss exponents of the BSs in different tiers are the same.
The results in Theorem 1 regarding the GUA scheme can be simplified to make themselves much implementable based on the pathloss model in (8) . Namely, we can consider the user association function in (3) pertaining to the pathloss of the BSs. For example, we can have
where
can be viewed as the random pathloss bias when BS X m,i has an LOS (NLOS) channel 5 . Based on the user association function in (10), we simplify the results in Theorem 1 in the following corollary.
the results in (5) and (7) reduce to the following:
and
Furthermore, if all ψ m,i 's and ψ m,i 's are deterministic, the CDF of X * is explicitly found as
where φ m and (5) and (7) results in (11) and (12) . In addition, for all deterministic monotonic decreasing Ψ m,i 's and Ψ m,i 's F X * (x) can be alternatively expressed as (15) can be readily acquired from (12) in the deterministic case.
With the results in Corollary 1, we can find the statistical properties of the biased power-law pathloss of the associated BS and the association probability of each tier for any power-law pathloss-based association policies, such as nearest BS association, maximum mean received power association, green cell association, etc. [19] - [21] .
Channel Fading and Shadowing Gain Models. Suppose the BSs in the mth tier are equipped with T m transmit antennas and all users are equipped with a single antenna, i.e., we have a multiple-input-single-output (MISO) channel from a BS to a user. According to reference [22] , the fading gain vector of a mmWave MISO channel can be properly represented by a clustered channel model consisting of small-scale fading and angle-of-departure (AoD)-based transmit array gain vectors. Also, we assume that all BSs have a uniform linear array and are able to perfectly align their beam with the AoD of their array in order to maximize their antenna array gain.
Thus, when BS X * equipped with T * ∈ {T 1 , . . . , T M } transmit antennas performs transmit beamforming to its serving user, the MISO fading channel gain from it to its serving user can be written as
where h * ,µ (h * ,ε ) denotes the small-scale fading gain in the UHF (mmWave) band and G * =
is the large-scale shadowing gain in which G * and G * denote the LOS and NLOS shadowing gains, respectively. We assume that h * ,µ ∼ χ 2 2T * is a Chi-squared random variable (RV) with 2T * degrees of freedom and h * ,ε ∼ T * exp(1) is an exponential RV with mean T * and variance T 2 * due to transmit beamforming performed by BS X * . Moreover, if if BS X * ∈ Φ m , G * ∼ ln N (0, ρ 2 m ) and G * ∼ ln N (0, ρ 2 m ) are log-normal RVs that are zero mean and have variances ρ 2 m and ρ 2 m , respectively. Note that we usually have ρ 2 m > ρ 2 m for all m ∈ M since NLOS channels usually suffer a larger shadowing variation than LOS channels based on many previous measurment results [3] , [17] . Similarly, the interference channel gain from BS X m,i to the typical user can be written as
where h m,i ∼ exp (1) is an exponential RV with unit mean and variance 6 and
Note that all G m,i 's and G m,i 's are independent for all i ∈ N + and m ∈ M, and they are i.i.d. for the same tier. All h m,i 's are i.i.d for all i ∈ N + and m ∈ M.
C. The SINR Model for the UHF and mmWave Bands
According to the GUA scheme with the user association function designed in (10), the general expression of the signal-to-interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) of the typical user associating with BS X * can be written as
where P * ∈ {P 1 , . . . , P M } is the power of BS X * and P m is the power of the tier-m BSs,
denotes the noise power in the UHF (mmWave) band, I * ,µ (interference in the UHF band) and I * ,ε (interference in the mmWave band) are given by
respectively.
The SINR model in (18) may be simplified to another low-complexity model by considering the practical signal propagation characteristics in the UHF and mmWave bands. In the UHF band, the interference usually dominates the received signal power so that the UHF BSs are interference-limited in general, whereas channels in the mmWave band would significantly suffer 6 The fading gain in the interference channels is not a Chi-squared RV because the interfering BSs are not beamformed to the typical user [23] , [24] . a non-negligible noise power due to their large bandwidth [2] , [7] . In this case, the SINR in (18) can be accurately approximated by γ * (X * ) defined as
by assuming I * ,µ σ 2 µ almost surely and thus I * ≈ I * I * ,
. Namely, we consider an SIR model in the UHF and an SINR model in the mmWave bands.
Instead of using the SINR in (18), we will use the SINR model in (21) to analyze the coverage probability and link rate in the following sections.
III. COVERAGE AND RATE ANALYSIS FOR GENERALIZED USER ASSOCIATION
In this section, we focus our study on the analysis of the coverage probability and link rate in the downlink when the GUA scheme with the biased pathloss-based user association (10) is adopted:
where we let ψ m,i in (10) equal to ω m G m,i and ω m is constant bias for the tier-m BSs. We first define the coverage probability based on the SINR defined in (21) and then derive the general approximated expression of the coverage probability with the GUA scheme in (2) . Afterwards, we analyze the achievable link rate of a user and explicitly find its approximated accurate expression.
According to the derived expressions of the coverage and rate, we can characterize the fundamental tradeoff problem between coverage and link rate in a mmWave HetNet, which will be elaborated in Section IV.
A. Coverage Probability Analysis
Suppose the SINR threshold for success decoding at each user is θ. By using the SINR model in (21), the (downlink) coverage probability of a user in the mmWave HetNet is defined as
where the tier-m association probability φ m = P[X * ∈ Φ m ] is already found in (14) . Using γ * in (21) leads to p cov (θ) explicitly given by
p cov (θ) highly depends on the user association scheme. The user association signals emitted from the BSs usually undergo small-scale fading and large-scale shadowing whereas only the fading component in the signals are usually able to be averaged out at users. Hence, for the user association function (10) characterizing the shadowing gain, the coverage probability in (24) can be explicitly found as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If the user association function in (22) is adopted, then the coverage probability in (24) can be explicitly approximated as
where φ m is given by
Proof: See Appendix B.
Theorem 2 reveals a few important implications. First, the coverage probability in (25) reflects how the coverage is contributed by the BSs across two different frequency spectra so that it gives 7 Note that Λm(r) in (29) 8 We can show that Bm(θ) actually can exactly reduce to the coverage probability found in some previous works, such as [25] . and then substitute it into (26) to find φ m approximately given by
Also, Λ m (q, s, r) in (29) reduces to
respectively. As can be seen, the results in (34) and (35) are significantly simplified by comparing their corresponding results in (28) and (30).
B. Link Rate Analysis
In this subsection, our focus is on the analysis of the link rate of a user for the GUA scheme with Ψ m,i given in (22) . Let W µ and W ε denote the available bandwidths of the UHF and mmWave BSs, respectively 9 . We can define the (achievable) downlink rate of the typical user as
is defined in (21) . It can be further expressed as follows
where C m denotes the link rate of the BSs in the mth tier and it can be further written as (38) 9 Note that in general we have Wµ Wε because the available bandwidth of a mmWave BS is significantly larger than that of a UHF BS.
In the following theorem, we show the explicit expression of the link rate with the GUA scheme.
Theorem 3. If the user association function in (22) is adopted, the link rate in (37) can be approximately characterized as
where φ m , B m (·) and B M (·) are already defined in (26), (28) and (30), respectively.
Proof: See Appendix C.
The expression of the link rate in (39) has a few salient features that are worth being addressed in the following. First of all, it is a very general result that characterizes the LOS and NLOS channels, blockage impact as well as MISO fading in a low-complexity form; to the best of our knowledge, it is never derived in previous works with a PPP-based network model. It also characterizes how C * changes with the user association biases so that it can be used for several different user association schemes and indicate how to do traffic offloading/loading between tiers in order to significantly improve C * . Moreover, it clearly shows how the BSs in each tier contribute C * so that we are able to know how to efficiently deploy the BSs in every tier to significantly improve C * . For example, increasing tier-m bias ω M (or deploying more mmWave BSs) can make traffic offload to the mmWave tier and it should increase C * in general since W ε is extremely larger than W µ . However, in a dense blockage area offloading too much traffic to the mmWave tier may not significantly improve C * due to the large penetration loss of mmWave signals.
In addition, the computational complexity in (39) is not high for many practical contexts because respectively. In addition, we should be aware that in this section the coverage probability and link rate are derived based on the user association function in (22) . Thus, here arises a fundamental question -Can we maximize the coverage and the link rate at the same time by using the same user association function in (22) ? We will study this question in the following section.
IV. OPTIMAL USER ASSOCIATION SCHEMES AND COVERAGE-RATE TRADEOFF
In this section, we would like to investigate a fundamental question -How to design the user association function Ψ m,i (·) that is able to maximize the coverage probability and/or link rate in a mmWave HetNet? Namely, we want to find the coverage-optimal association (COA) scheme that maximizes the coverage probability and the rate-optimal association (ROA) scheme that maximizes the link rate. Besides, we also want to explore if there exists any relationship between COA and ROA.
In the following lemma, we summarize our findings for the COA scheme. For the ROA scheme, we summarize our findings in the following lemma. According to Lemmas 1 and 2, we realize that it is impossible to have a user association scheme that is able to maximize the coverage and link rate at the same time if the network has two distinct radio spectra available. In other words, there always exists a coverage-rate tradeoff problem in an mmWave HetNet that has two distinct bandwidths W µ and W ε (W µ W ε ). In the following subsections, we will study this tradeoff problem in more detail.
A. Achievable Coverage Probability and Link Rate for the COA Scheme
Since the COA scheme has a user association function Ψ m,i ( X m,i ) = PmG m,i X m,i α m,i for BS X m,i as indicated in Lemma 1, the coverage probability achieved by the COA scheme can be directly obtained by substituting ω m = P m into (25) and it is given by
where φ m , φ M , B m (·) and B M (·) can be found by substituting ω m = P m into (26), (28) and (30), respectively. Similarly, the link rate achieved by the COA scheme can be found by substituting ω m = P m into (39) and it is given by
where φ m , φ M , B m (·) and B M (·) are the corresponding ones already found in (40). Note that C * in (41) is not the maximum achievable rate in the HetNet with W ε W µ based on Lemma 1 and the maximum achievable link rate will be introduced in the following subsection.
B. Achievable Coverage Probability and Link Rate for the ROA Scheme
According to Lemma 2, the coverage probability achieved by the ROA scheme is shown in the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Consider all users adopt the ROA scheme to associate with their BS. According to Lemma 2, the coverage probability achieved in the low SINR region can be obtained by substituting (25) . Whereas in the high SINR region, the coverage probability can be found as p cov (θ) in (25) with φ m , B m (·) and B M (·) given by
exp 2π Note that the coverage probability achieved in Corollary 2 is always smaller than that in (40) based on Lemma 1.
Next, the link rates achieved by the ROA scheme in the low and high SINR regions are summarized in the following corollary. Due to Lemma 2, the link rate achieved by Corollary 3 is always higher than that in (41). We can intuitively explain this in more detail. Note that in low SINR region ROA makes φ M increase so that offloading traffic to the mmWave tier in general should increase C * since usually the link rate increase in φ M C ε is larger than the link rate loss in M −1 m=1 φ m C µ,m due to W µ W ε .
In the high SINR region, users are also more likely offloaded to the mmWave tier because of W ε W µ . Therefore, from a rate point of view, making users associate with a mmWave BS in general improves their link rate. We will numerically demonstrate this point in the following subsection.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Numerical Results of the Coverage Probability
In this subsection, some simulation results regarding to the coverage probability are presented.
Our objective here is to numerically verify the coverage performance for the COA and ROA Table I . Note that in all the following simulation results we assume that the penetration loss of the mmWave picocells is infinitely large so that the NLOS signals from any mmWave picocells are blocked by blockages and they cannot be detected or received by the users.
In Fig. 1, we Fig. 1 , the analytical result of p cov (θ) based on this unified channel model for the COA scheme is calculated by (40) whereas the analytical result of p cov(θ) for the ROA scheme is calculated based on the result in Corollary 2. As can be seen, the analytical p cov (θ) and the simulated p cov (θ) are fairly close to each other (their difference is below 2% on average), which validates that the approximated expression of p cov (θ) in Theorem 2 is very accurate. The coverage probability p cov (θ) decreases as the intensity of the mmWave picocells increases. This is because the interference increases as more and more picocells are deployed. Also, in Fig. 1 we can see that the coverage probability of the network that only has 1-tier mmWave picocell is much smaller than that of the 2-tier mmWave HetNet. This is because the users blocked by the blockages can be still covered by the UHF BSs. As λ 2 β goes to infinity, we can expect that p cov (θ) of the 1-tier mmWave picocell network will converge to around 0.6, which means there are about 40% of users that are not well covered by the standalone mmWave picocells and this portion of users eventually needs to be covered by the UHF BSs. Also, we can see that the COA scheme achieves a higher coverage probability than the ROA 
B. Numerical Results of the Link Rate
In this subsection, we show some simulation results of the link rate for the COA and ROA schemes and our goal here is to numerically demonstrate how much of the link rate the COA and ROA schemes are able to achieve. All network parameters and assumptions for simulation here are the same as those in Table I of Section V-A. The link rate of the SISO case is shown in Fig.   3 , whereas the link rate of the MISO case is shown in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 3 , apparently we observe that each curve of C * initially increases and then slightly decreases and eventually would converge to a constant as more and more mmWave BSs are deployed. The initial increase in C * is due to the increase in the SINR by deploying more mmWave BSs, however, deploying too many mmWave BSs eventually results in the decrease in C * due to too much interference. This shows that there exists an optimal value of λ 2 β that maximizes C * . In the ROA case of 2-tier mmWave HetNet, for instance, C * is maximized when λ 2 β ≈ 0.45. There are other three interesting phenomena that can be observed in the figure. First, we can see that ROA indeed significantly makes C * increase, as claimed in Lemma 2. The analytical results of C * are found based on the result in (41) and the result in Corollary 3 by using the unified pathloss model for LOS and NLOS channels in the UHF band for α = α = α µ = 3.76 and ρ 2 1 = ρ 2 1 = ρ 2 1 = 13 dB, and they are just slightly smaller than their corresponding simulated results. Thus, the approximated analytical results of C * indeed have a good accuracy. In addition, as expected, the ROA scheme significantly outperforms the COA scheme in terms of link rate (ROA can help users increase their link rate by 15% on average.). Hence, comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 validates the coverage-rate tradeoff problem that indeed exists in an mmWave HetNet.
Finally, the simulation results of C * for the MISO case are demonstrated in Fig. 4 . All results of C * significantly increase in the MISO case if comparing them with those in Fig. 3 and they also demonstrate the phenomena very similar to those in Fig. 3 . By observing Figs. 1-4 , we are able to learn that whenever BSs have multiple antennas using the ROA scheme to associate with a BS might be a good strategy since ROA can largely improve the link rate by sacrificing just a little coverage.
VI. CONCLUSION
In an urban area, the characteristics of wireless channels are seriously affected by the blockages, especially the channels in the mmWave band. To completely characterize LOS and NLOS channels induced by the blockages, in this work we develop a very general modeling and analysis approach based on stochastic geometry to fundamentally characterize the relationships between user association, coverage probability and link rate. The general expressions of the coverage probability and link rate for the GUA scheme are approximately derived in a compact form that straightforwardly indicates how LOS and NLOS channels, user association parameters, blockage intensity and MISO fading affect the coverage probability as well as the link rate. Most importantly, they shed light on the fundamental tradeoff problem between coverage and link rate that exists in an mmWave HetNet with different bandwidths in the UHF and mmWave spectra. We characterize how to design the user association functions for the COA and ROA schemes and show that simultaneously maximizing the coverage and link rate only can be achieved when there is no bandwidth difference.
APPENDIX
PROOFS OF THEOREMS AND LEMMAS
A. Proof of Theorem 1
The CDF of Ψ * ( X * ) can be written as
where (4) with A m (x) given in (5) .
The probability that X * belongs to tier m can be derived as follows. First, we notice that A m (z)
can be alternatively expressed as
can be found as shown in the following:
which can be shown to equal to the result in (7) . Next, we know that probability φ m can be explicitly defined as
where RV Z m sup m,i:X m,i ∈Φm Ψ m,i ( X m,i ). The CDF of Z m given by
which can be inferred from (4) with only one PPP. According to (4), we also know P sup
Thus, substituting (45) and (46) into φ m given above yields (6) is obtained.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Since According to (11) , the probability of ω * G * L * ( X * ) ≤ 1 L * (x) can be written as
where ν * ∈ {ν µ , ν ε } is the intercept used by X * and A m (x) is found by where Λ k (·, ·, ·) is given in (29) and this manifests that X * (ω * G * /ν * ) − 1 α * can be viewed as the point of an inhomogeneous PPP of intensity Λ(0, 0, r) = M k=1 Λ k (0, 0, r) nearest to the typical user. Besides, we have
where (b) follows from the result of Theorem 1 in [19] by letting Φ
is an inhomogeneous PPP of intensity Λ m (0, 0, r) and X * ∈ Φ is the nearest BS to the typical user.
The approximation in (c) is made by letting the pathloss exponents of all X m,i 's be equal to the exponent of X * in order to facilitate the following derivations 10 . Therefore, we can have 
if X * ∈ Φ M , the coverage probability can be shown as 10 This approximation is usually pretty accurate because X * is the nearest BS to the typical user so that other BSs after it have an NLOS channel very likely if its channel is NLOS yet other BSs after and nearby it also have an LOS channel very likely and they would contribute most of the interference if its channel is LOS. Note that this approximation becomes exact as β = 0 and β = ∞.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
The link rate of the UHF BSs shown in (39) can be explicitly written by using the result in Theorem 1 [19] as follows
where I * µ is defined as I * 
D. Proof of Lemma 1
For the COA scheme, BS X * that provides the maximum coverage to a user can be written as where I 0,µ and I 0,ε are removed by considering the realizations of Φ and all interference channel gains. Note that X * ,µ (X * ,ε ) represents the UHF (mmWave) BS that provides the maximum link
